
Holo

Urban Air 
Mobility



Background:
M.Sc Urban Planning

Unique experience:
Management of  all UAS related business. 
WP Lead in the HealthDrone project and 
represent Holo in the Danish USpace trials lead 
by the Danish CAA.

Who am I?

Head of Holo Air
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Retail
Import

Semler’s geographical footprint

With our  wide portfolio, Semler Groups delivers one out of four cars
to the danish roads and are among the farmers, their favorite supplier of 
agricultural machinery.

We possess more than 100 years of experience, but we continue to 
invest in solutions of the future, in order to continue to be the leading 
on the market and the innovative frontrunner, in the car industry.

Market share 
in Denmark 

20201

Semler Group has a leading market position in Denmark

Passenger cars Turnover 2020 (mio. kr.)

25,0
%

2019: 27,7 %

13.838

172

8

1.200

Finance/Leasing
Rental/MaaS2

Agro New mobility tech.
Premium

Turnover 
(mio. kr.)

EBT 2020 
(mio. kr.)

2019 2020

15.160 15.218

2019 2020

(+0,4 %)

(+6,3 %)

Denmark

4

Semler Group possess a strong starting point with a leading market position in 
Denmark and activities all over the Nordics and Baltics 

1 % of the total number of registered vehicle in Denmark in 2020. 2 Mobility-as-a-Service
Source: Internal financial data from  2020, year report, company website. 
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20.065

3.82h/10

* All numbers are collected data, actual numbers are higher since operations have taken place since before data access was established.

= New projects                    = Total kilometres driven                 = Operational hours in the air/missions      5

2016 2017 202120192018 2020

Holo 
founded
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0

0

Identifying 
initial 
projects

First vehicles 
deployed on 
open road

Expanding ground 
passenger operations 
across Scandinavia, initial 
drone flights

Strategic shift - fewer passenger 
routes with generation 1 vehicles 
due to lower-than-expected 
maturity

Increased focus on providing 
access to services and software 
for deployment of autonomous 
vehicles on ground and in air

26

2 

197

Since 2020 Holo has changed from scaling operations with autonomous projects - to 
instead, using our experience to help the technology mature for future projects 

43

4 

56.604

10h/53

39

2

75.000

100h

1315
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Solution
The world is changing



Holo supports the 
Sustainable Development Goals

9

Holo sees the future of mobility as shared, 
autonomous and sustainable.

Shared because we want to maximize the use of 
resources in the mobility system. We strive to limit 
structural waste and reduce energy spent on moving 
people.

Autonomous because it is the key to mobility 
optimization. Autonomous systems have the potential 
to make mobility safer and more efficient. 

Sustainable because continuous growth requires 
renewable resources. We want to continuously develop 
and improve mobility solutions through innovation -
but not at the expense of our planet.

9
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An Ultra Low 
Emission Zone in 
London was 
introduced in April 
2019.

A pilot in 
Oxford from 

august 2021 will 
introduce first 

emission free zone in 
UK. By 2035, the city 
will only allow fossil-
free transportation

The Swedish 
government has 
announced that 
the sale of cars 
with internal 
combustion 

engines will be 
banned from 2030. 

Since 2020, 
areas in city center 
have been carfree. 
From 2025, sale of 
new models with 

combustion 
engines are 
banned in 

Norway

Copenhagen 
to be carbon 

neutral by 2025. 
The city has one of 
the lowest rates of 
car ownership in 

Europe.

All major German 
cities can ban 

emitting vehicles 
from the streets 

(based on age and 
type).

As per December 
2018, Madrid 

started banning 
specific vehicles in 

the city center 
based on age and 

type.

Government in 
Paris plans to 
introduce “low 
traffic zone” in 

heart of Paris by 
2022. Only 
predefined 

vehicles can 
enter.

The Dutch 
government have 

a plan to only 
allow emission-
free vehicles by 

2030. 

There is a movement in Europe towards shared, environmentally sustainable and 
autonomous passenger transportation

https://www.google.dk/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=images&cd=&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=2ahUKEwjH3fKF0OrgAhXBblAKHeYpCaUQjRx6BAgBEAU&url=https://ti.to/healthxl/healthxl-global-gathering-in-london/en/with/bkjjwzhpzbm?campaignkw=Health+XL&psig=AOvVaw3QC1TCMQ9krafx5JLPllP8&ust=1551862370331812


Current stage



UAM on the Hype Cycle
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UAM is a new safe, secure and more sustainable air 
transportation system for passengers and cargo in urban 
environments, enabled by new technologies and integrated 
into multimodal transportation systems. The transportation is 
performed by electric aircraft taking off and landing vertically, 
remotely piloted or with a pilot on board

14
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Steps towards 
Urban Air Transportation 

Legal and regulatory 
framework
Set up simple operation with 
different unmanned aerial system. 

1

Infrastructure
Infrastructure needs to be developed 

to obtain more commercial flights. 
2

Urban Air Mobility (for 
the few)
When  the regulatory framework and 
the infrastructure is in place we can 
start commercial operations. 

3





Physical infrastructure for UAM

DronePorts

○ Access to existing 

infrastructure/mobility 

solutions

○ Need to been 

connected with existing 

first/last mile concepts 

○ Strategic location from 

the beginning (short 

range/long range)



Airspace

○ Corridors
○ Active Airspace 

Control
○ Static ‘no-fly’ zones
○ Restriction zones
○ Who owns what?

Airspace infrastructure for UAM



Airspace infrastructure for UAM

● Corridors over urban zones

● Dynamic corridors

● Several layers

● Dynamic capacity control
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The future



The future

2030

Drones full integration into normal aviation

EASA expect full Uspace services in 2030. 
Unmanned aircraft will at this time be able to 
fly wherever they want. The first Urban Air 
Mobility services will be commercial available.

2050

UAM is part of our everyday life

To order you air taxi or getting your food from 
the skies is as normal as taking the train 
today. 

2023

More difficult drone operations

More SORA based drone operations will take 
place. High valuable goods will be 
transported with drones

2025

The first passenger drones 

The first commercial passenger drone will be 
in operations. These flight will be for the few -
but it will change the way of how we think of 
urban mobility. 
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Contact

Mathias Vinter
Head of Holo Air

mavi@letsholo.com
+45 21259354

mailto:chbe@letsholo.com

